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Dear Colleagues,  

I am pleased that the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Polio Laboratories Network is 

supporting the polio eradication initiative in implementing its strategies in an accurate and 

efficient manner. The polio laboratory network has not escaped being affected by recent 

developments in the Region. Nevertheless, it is very impressive to note that polio network 

laboratories have continued to provide full support to the countries, despite the fact that in 

some countries the political situation is disrupting the routine working of the laboratories and 

in others it is increasing the risk of importation. Here, I would like to caution that in the 

present political situation in some of the countries where risk of importation in very high, we 

cannot afford delay in confirmation of wild poliovirus or vaccine-derived polioviruses 

circulation. I urge you all to remain vigilant and to sustain timeliness in reporting of good 

quality results to the national polio eradication programmes.  

Our nucleotide sequencing laboratories are producing very informative data which is 

helping the polio eradication programme in detecting the links between the virus 

transmissions, sequentially targeting the high risk areas and population. Pakistan nucleotide 

sequencing laboratory played an important role in analysing the relationship of wild 

poliovirus importation into China. This is a great example of coordination among the polio 

network laboratories at global level. 

I am pleased to note that the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Polio Laboratories 

Network always adapts to new technologies and approaches in an efficient manner. The most 

recent example is the implementation of a new diagnostic real-time PCR method, which has 

been fully implemented in 7 of 12 laboratories. I am also pleased to note that this Region 

always spearheads new initiatives. Sudan and Egypt polio laboratories are part of the pilot 

testing of the FTA card for poliovirus positive sample transportation and evaluation of 

selective growth on L20B and high temperature selection for detection of wild polioviruses in 

cell culture. 

Environmental surveillance for sewage wastewater testing has been ongoing in Egypt 

for almost 10 years. It has been implemented in Pakistan since 2009, initially in only two 

major cities of two provinces, and now it has been expanded to major cities of four large 

provinces. This is helping the Pakistan polio eradication programme to target immunization 

campaigns in reservoir communities. 
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Dear Colleagues, 

The polio laboratory network is always considered a model for developing laboratory 

support for surveillance of other vaccine-preventable diseases, such as measles and rubella, 

and lately for the diagnosis of H1N1 infections. I wish to reiterate our encouragement to the 

network laboratories to extend support to other programmes, provided that this does not affect 

maintainance of the high standard of performance you have already achieved. 

I note from the agenda that new developments in poliovirus diagnosis will be 

highlighted during this meeting. I am sure you will benefit from this meeting. I would like to 

thank you all for your commitment and for your efforts towards achieving a polio-free world. 

I wish you a productive meeting and a pleasant stay in Kuwait. 


